Information
Management
Accessible, Actionable, Manageable
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Building a data driven culture
We develop data strategy, business intelligence,
analytics, and roadmaps that align with business
objectives.
Our approach drives data monetization through
data governance, data risk Management and
MDM frameworks across people, process, and
technology.

Dattamza
Consulting Services

Who we are?

Dattamza is entirely focused on helping our customers leverage data as a value-producing asset through
improved information management.
Led by senior-level practioners who bring an average of 15 years expertise in enterprise information management and
governance, we bring to the table a rare combination of strategic thought leadership and practical experience.
We invest in the best and brightest in business and technology. Ready to be challenged and be part of a team building
exceptional enterprise information management and big data strategies? Learn more about Dattamza Consulting
Services.

Tejasvi Addagada – Founder, & COO
Devesh Ginodia – CEO & Consulting Head
Mark Mc Queen – Executive Director – Relationships
Hemant Mishra – Director of Finance

What we offer to our clientele?

Created or Acquired
Primary
activities
generate value

Sample
project Types

• Data

Data Quality Management
Metadata Management
Privacy Management
Data Monetization
Data Governance
Data Architecture
Data Warehouse & MDM

Information
• Generated
through
connecting data

Information Integration
Integration Architecture
Content Management
Taxonomies & Ontologies
Transformation
Security Management
Compliance and
Regulation

Through Application
of Information
• Knowledge

Prescriptive Analytics
Predictive Analytics
Social Media Analysis
Text Analytics
Marketing & Campaign
Trainings

Our Value Proposition
This is our specialty!

Reduced Turn
Around Time

Around 5,800 person hours reduced
against benchmarks

Outcome
based pricing
Reduced Costs
vs Value
provided

Value provided is at-least greater than $500,000
greater than the costs spent by clients per
$500,000 worth program

Invoicing is done
only based on
Outcomes

We have worked with Local and Global firms

Our presence across the world

Dattamza incorporated

DATTAMZA REPRESENTATIVE TEAM

TEJASVI ADDAGADA
COO, Founder

DEVESH GINODIA
Consulting & Engagement Head

Mark McQueen
Executive Director

Hemant Mishra
Director – Accounting & Commerce

Tej leads the Operations of
Dattamza, as well as its product
division. With 12 years of success in
assisting fortune 100 banks to build
and optimize data management and
governance solutions.

Devesh serves as a financial and
healthcare industry management
consultant having experience
advising top Fortune 50 financial
institutions across capital,
investment, retail and wholesale
lines of business. Devesh has a
strong track record of delivering
exceptional value in business and
technology strategy, operations
improvement, time-to-market and
resource optimization. He has deep
knowledge and thought leadership
in core platform transformation,
enterprise data management &
governance, managed services,
digital and customer experience.

Mark has 15+ years business
process optimization and data
management. He has 20+ years
Fortune 25 financial service
operations and 10+ years small
business strategy, marketing, and
knowledge management and
International project assignment
experience.
Mark serves as the best practice
and process management expert.
He joined the Council in 2016 and
now leads the Best Practice
Program to develop Data
Management industry standard
processes for executing the
DCAM™ Capability Framework.

Hemant has 15 years of expertise
in investment Banking and has
assisted multiple clientele to
realize their Financial Goals.
Considered an Investment Guru, he
now rationalizes investment ideas.
Hemanth also mentors startups in
his free time.

Tej provides wide range of services
including data strategy analysis, risk
management, service rationalization,
digital transformation and process
excellence. As data practitioner, in
Financial services, Tej brings
expertise and standardization to the
clientele. Tej is on the Board of
Directors for IQ International, is well
connected with the Industry bodies.

Hemant is an integral part of the
startup ecosystem in hand holding
them for improving their efficiency
in
Business planning, financial
modelling and business
development.

Our leading Industry Association
EDM COUNCIL

Our team consults on multiple engagements to put best practices
and glossaries
Partnered to conduct DCAM assessments on data landscapes
Continuously provide updates to the frameworks and standards

IQ International

Manage Community of IQ professionals as Board of Directors
Provide and access IQ International Webinars
Publish leading thought leadership on IQ International Journal
Achieve Information Quality Certified Professional at discounted rates

DAMA

Share and access information on frameworks as required
Guidance provided to the community as required

Dattamza
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Our CORE PILLARS

DATA
GOVERNANCE
AND
STEWARDSHIP

DATA QUALITY

Drive through a single

Formalize management

Use the data that

With in-organic

group, firm to

view of customer,

of data. Make certain

matches the real world

landscapes, reduce up-

industry; Assess

product, Finance

that your data

for analytics and BI,

front costs like

regional capability;

likewise with any

management efforts

while making sure that

integration of data.

Drive a measurable

domain across your

impact the corporate

it is valid, complete

Also reduce future costs,

and methodical

business

governance

and current.

like transformations

DATA
ASSESSMENT &
STRATEGY

MASTER DATA
MANAGEMENT

Compare group to

program

DATA
ARCHITECTURE

The case for Managing and Governing Data

Dattamza
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A journey to Corporate Governance starts with the first step towards Data Governance

The risk related to data and

Are you growing in scale, as

its capabilities is ever

are your operations. The

increasing; Reputation,

business gets duplicated,

Operations and compliance

lose relationships between

are increasingly at risk, with

other divisions and data

bad data.

landscape gets difficult to
maneuver.

The operating costs for

Data Volumes continue to

maintaining redundant data

increase. So, to remain

will often plummet. Quality

competitive, Insights needs

of data impacts customer

to be improved with good

and product profitability.

quality data. Data

The future costs and total

Monetization is imperative.

costs will burgeon with no
action on data

Outcomes from a sound
Data Management
Program

Foster communication across processes and functions

Speak common language around key information

Alignment of information to business strategy

Clear Ownership of data across business

Reduced Operational, Future costs

Dattamza
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Making Information Management Real

Dattamza
Consulting Services

Data has a lifecycle, which helps understand the lineage of the data

Where it comes from?
Which processes does it apply to?

People

Process

Formalizing an

Creating processes and

Providing standardized data

organization structure

decision rights to support a

governance with best industry

to make key decisions

formal framework for

standards, BI / data

related to data and

implementing and assessing

warehouse tools,

information; De-

data and information

technologies, and

lineate responsibilities

standards.

frameworks. Technology will

How does data come into a system?

simplify the landscape and

How is it applied?

from accountabilities

Technology

reduce costs of managing data

Who uses the Business term?
Which systems leverage the data
element – storing, sharing,
transforming and decaying?
Who are the data owner and the
data steward?

What is it’s quality?

Data Management
and
Governance
Services

Dattamza
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Data Governance – Service Offerings

Business
Value Levers

Assessment

Data governance structure definition
Councils and Working group structure and Charter

Evaluate

PMO establishment
Organizational Structure

Align, Plan,
Organize

Integrate &
Oversight

Stewardship

Stewardship through grassroots
Policy, procedures and frameworks definition

Monitor

Monitor,
Evaluate,
Assess

Data
Management

Build
Acquire
Implement

Direct

Policy self assessments
Program Governance charter and operationalization

Deliver,
Service
Support

Framework

Cross Organizational data governance
Assessment and Monitoring

Dattamza
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Data Quality Management – Service Offerings
Align, Plan,
Organize

Issue
remediation

Monitor,
Evaluate,
Assess

Service
Offerings

Strategy
Analysis

Assess and Monitor Quality of existing System
of Records and Reference

Org
modeling

Dimensions
standardizat
ion

Assess and Monitor Reference Data

Stewardship

Build, Acquire,
Implement

Data Quality
Data
Profiling –
set up

Operating
model

Assessment
and
Monitoring
process

Key/Critical
Data
framework

Establish Data quality program

Data Quality
rules

Analyze and Report Quality of new data

Integrate Data Quality into Project
Management
Training and Support

Deliver, Service,
Support

Dattamza
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Content Management – Service Offerings
Align, Plan,
Organize

Service
Offerings

Establish Content Management service
Establish Metadata management service

Strategy
Analysis

Landscape
classification

Monitor,
Evaluate,
Assess

Taxonomies
Content Management

Physical
Metadata

Operational
Metadata

Ontologies

Lineage

Operating model and processes

Business
Metadata

Relationships

Organizational structure
Build, Acquire,
Implement

Data classification
Data definition Standards and Guidelines
Metadata capture, management and
rationalization
Data Relationship Management
Data Lifecycle Management
Tools and customization

Deliver, Service,
Support

Training and Support

Dattamza
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Data Architecture – Service Offerings

Align, Plan,
Organize

Service
Offerings

Establish Architecture Roadmap
Platform governance structure and processes

Alignment
with Content
Management

Monitor,
Evaluate,
Assess

Technology
Architecture

Semantic
Modeling

Storage
Management

Architecture

Physical
Modeling

Data
Integration

Conceptual
Modeling

Operating model and processes

Data tool
stack

Data
Modeling

Organizational structure
Technology tool selection strategy
Build, Acquire,
Implement

Data storage management strategy
Data infrastructure contingency planning
Modeling at all levels
Data Lifecycle Management
Integration with Metadata

Deliver, Service,
Support

Training and Support

Dattamza
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Data Privacy – Service Offerings
Align, Plan,
Organize

Controls
Management

Monitor,
Evaluate,
Assess

Data
distribution

Strategy and
Requirements
for Data
Privacy

Data Privacy

Service
Offerings

Establish privacy Roadmap
Establish organizational structure
Operating model and processes

Formally
establish
Governance
oversight

Classification
Standards

tool selection strategy
Build, Acquire,
Implement

Data Sourcing agreements
Privacy classifications
Controls definition

Access
management

Operational
risk planning
Data Lifecycle
management

Dynamic and persistent masking
Integration with UAM
Integration with Metadata

Deliver, Service,
Support

Training and Support

Analytics
Service
Offerings

Dattamza
Consulting Services

Customer Analytics

Customer Analytics
• Customer Segmentation to
understand the customer
behavior & tailor products and
services specific to the market
• Customer Lifetime Value and
Churn Rate prediction to
improve the long-term
profitability by targeting
• Identify Upsell and Cross sell
opportunities by targeting
customers with higher
propensity to bring additional
revenue

Campaign planning and
Effectiveness
a.Analyse the effectiveness of a
marketing campaign
b. Very well understand the sales
drivers and to measure the ROI

Sales forecasting

Pricing Analytics

Web Analytics

a.Implementation of Time series
and deep learning algorithms
to predict the sales accurately
for better planning

a.Measure the price elasticity of
a product to come up with
optimal prices and pricing
strategy

a.Build reports to understand the
sales website performance at a
page level and tune it to
improve the conversion rates

a.Identify the cannibalization
impact from substitute &
competitor products to
understand the demand
transference

a.Build A/B testing scenarios to
identify factors contributing to
higher conversion rates
b.Advanced Machine Learning
use cases like NLP
implementation to build chat
bots that could enhance
customers’ shopping
experience on the website

IDENTIFYING PRODUCT ADOPTION
OPPORTUNITIES

Dattamza
Consulting Services

PROBLEM
Large telecom introduced Fiber internet in 15% of its market and
tracked 6-month % adoption within its subscriber base. Now they want
to expand footprint- wide. Where should they build next to achieve
highest product penetration?
SOLUTION

Subscriber

Competition

Census

Phase 1: Correlated 700+ demographics (census) attributes of the pilot
zipcodes with known 6-month product adoption rate.
Then developed a model to “score” all 7,000 untapped zipcodes in their
footprint and rank them by potential given their demographic
composition.
RESULTS
High adoption correlated with high occupancy rates (versus renting),
higher % children at home, more affluent/educated areas
A roster of all ZIP codes in the footprint, ranked by their expected 6month penetration rate.

Tableau Heat map snapshot

Dattamza Consulting Services

CATEGORY INSIGHTS USING
SYNDICATED DATA

PROPENSITY MODELLING

PROBLEM
Large home improvement retailer needed to better understand the profile of all
consumers who buy area rugs to better align their product strategies (marketing,
pricing, right markets)

SOLUTION
Identified self-reported buyers in Simmons* and produced rich profiles (demo,
media, attitudes, brands)
Identified census correlations to buyers and scored store footprint zipcodes for
their likelihood to contain the “rug buyer profile”
RESULTS
A tool whereby various divisions/regions/markets can be assessed for the potential
of this category.
Applications:
1. Match actual sales by store; identify stores
that should do well but aren’t
2. Media spend allocation
3. Emerging American can play into this
using census projections

*SIMMONS: A syndicated panel reflecting consumer-level behaviors (brands purchased, attitudes,
media habits)

Dattamza
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TARGETING HOUSEHOLDS MOST
LIKELY TO BE ACQUIRED
PROBLEM

In order to make direct response channels cost effective, a
higher education client needed a way to accurately target
households likely to be acquired as new students.

1

2

Combine data of
existing students with
population samples
and overlay Acxiom
data

3

4
Score the entire
populations of each
market to identify
those who look most
like successful
students

Build household and
neighborhood-level
propensity models

5
Select highest
propensity
households to target
via offline and online
channels

Using student PII augmented with 3rd party data sources (e.g.,
Acxiom*), we were able to source and score external lists for
prospecting. Further modeling was used to tease out
differences between motivators/blockers for continuing
education (e.g., needs to be on my schedule, can’t afford it) and
nuisances between undergraduate and graduate degree
seekers.

RESULTS
Predictive modeling applications drove acquisition costs down
50%, from $4,000 to $2,000 per new enrollee
Profile and model variable composition yielded insights that
could be leveraged in creative and messaging and helped
inform other initiatives (e.g., social strategy).

Acquisition Propensity

SOLUTION

Most likely
to acquire

1

2

3

4

5
6
7
Model Decile

8

9

10

*Acxiom: A marketing services company that compiles publicly available data on U.S. households and
provides addressable advertising.
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Optimal Pricing Strategy with our
unique pricing analytics
PROBLEM
Client is one of the world’s largest retailers with stores across
the globe. They wanted to understand the price elasticity of
their products to come up with optimal pricing strategy
SOLUTION
 A list of variables like product prices, substitute/competitor
prices, weather data, events data etc. were chosen which
would have a significant impact on the volume of a product
 Elastic Net models are built at different hierarchies of
products to come up with the price contribution to volume
 Once the impact of self-price and other factors like
cannibalization are obtained from the models, Genetic
algorithms are used to build price optimization &
recommendation system to come up with optimal pricing
strategies depending on the business objectives like volume
or profit maximization

RESULTS
Elasticity models are implemented for the retail departments
with a coverage > 90% and an accuracy > 80%
An accurate system that identifies key items to invest on and
recommend optimal prices for them is implemented

Dattamza
Consulting Services

OUR EASY TO UNDERSTAND OFFERINGS

DATA DRIVEN DISCOVERY

Data-driven insights are fueling companies to achieve market leading
performance. With increasing amounts of data comes more
opportunity, but also more complexity. Let us navigate you through the
process and help you leverage insights to improve the performance of
your business.

6-12 weeks, $120K-$250K

Anatomy of a Discovery Engagement

Question

Select Data

Analyze

Visualize

Organizations have
questions that are
beyond the
ability/bandwidth of
the immediate team
or data systems to
answer. Commonly
are why and how?

Selection is where
we help navigate our
customer toward the
answer to
their question.
Data gets us there.

The information
we gather will be
analyzed to drill into
the question using the
right people and
technique(s).

Inject creative
talent into the
analysis to isolate
and highlight
findings that are
actionable.

Act

Founded in data and
vetted with NH account
business knowledge,
recommendations can
be made and actions
taken.

DATTAMZA Publications
Synopsis
Today, Organizations realize the direct value and benefit
from managing their data as enterprise asset. 33% of the firms
are thus actively assessing the direct and in-direct value from
their data.
The regulatory landscape is fast changing with BCBS, GDPR
influencing firms and other geographies, to enable a control
environment and ensure preparedness. The focus is gradually
shifting from just having to clean data to having this asset
actively managed by standardizing service operations across the
firm. It assists in driving a data driven culture in a distributed
way through the grassroots of Enterprise.

The book focusses on:
1.Overcoming common challenges in data offices
2.Bridging Gaps in your data management strategy
3.Setting up data quality and metadata services
4.Formalizing Governance based on org culture
5.Defining a benefits realization model to measure outcomes

The most pre-booked author, and Endorsed by Gartner and other industry leaders

Thank You

Thank You
Contact Us@Dattamza.com

